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map marker pin3011 Gulden Lane, Dallas, TX 75212


Reservations
Book a table through OpenTable:







OUR STORY
Next generation Mexican food
Beto & Son is a chef-inspired new generation of Mexican restaurant in Trinity Groves. Beto is a pioneer in Mexican restaurants, opening Cozumel in 1993 with Phil Romano. His son Julian brings a fresh vibe to old-school family cooking.


                    Read more                                           about us






GROUPS & PARTIES
We host. You party!
For parties of 5 & under, please utilize our Opentable system above.
For parties of 6-15, please call our reservation line at +1 (214) 364-0992
For parties of 16 +, please email the booking manager daniela@betoandson.com
On weekends to better serve our guests, the largest parties we accommodate are ten guests to a table. Beto and Son does not accept split parties.
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Liquid Nitrogen Margarita
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Tortilla soup
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Chicken Fajitas, with bell peppers, crispy onion strings, and fries
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Assorted tacos
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Huevos Rancheros, with steak, sauce, fried egg, and avocado
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Various tacos
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Tenderloin Noodle Bowl, with zucchini, bacon, avocado, fried egg, and...
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Flan, with whipped cream on top, top view
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Mexican Poutine, with masa fries, shredded chicken, cheese, tomatillo...
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Flan, with whipped cream on top
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White cheese dip
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Tortilla chips, with salsa, crumbled cheese, and fried eggs
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Pouring tequila in liquid nitrogen
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Customer drinking a cocktail
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Decorated beer cans
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Mojito and Margarita
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Preparing a Liquid Nitrogen Margarita
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Preparing a Liquid Nitrogen cocktail
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Sangria Swirl Margarita
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Bartender making a liquid nitrogen cocktail
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Liquid Nitrogen rose and pureed strawberry cocktail





Reviews
Review by - Yelp

                  Unique G:
                  


Located in the perfect location where you can be social and have fun! They have a patio area where you can sit outside and enjoy the warm weather! Our servers where very nice, polite and swift! The food was delicious, I ordered the chicken fajita noodle bowl that was very creamy and full of a variety of toppings!...



Review by - Yelp

                  Josie V:
                  


This place deserves 5 Stars from their outstanding customer service to their fresh delicious food. Coming from DC on a buisness trip we were looking for a Mexican restaurant and came across this one and I'm so glad we picked it. As soon as you enter your being greeted with smiles...



Review by - Yelp

                  Manjot S:
                  


Great host she made sure I was seated immediately. Large indoor and outdoor seating with water fans to keep their outdoor at a cooler temp. Amazing interior design very traditional. Very nice bar design the interior has 2 center pillars with light and try designed the pillars to look like margarita glasses...



Review by - Yelp

                  Sarah C:
                  


Salsas we're great. They were served at time of arrival. We ordered drinks and appetizer. The ceviche tower was okay. Would opt for a different appetizer next time. Fajita skillet was large, enough to share with 2 people. It came with a side of beans and rice. The corn tortillas were delicious...



Review by - Yelp

                  Lisa O:
                  


We went for an early supper on Sunday afternoon and were seated quickly. We appreciated the free outdoor parking lot nextdoor. We enjoyed the hand painted mural on the wall and glass walls to see outside on a chilly day. The service was friendly and attentive. The portions were large so we both had to take half home with us...
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Location

3011 Gulden Lane
Dallas, TX
75212


Hours


                        Fri, Sat                    

                        11:00 AM - 10:00 PM                    

                        Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur                    

                        11:00 AM - 9:00 PM                    


Find us on...

Twitter pageInstagram page

Contact us

(469)-249-8590
info@betoandson.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


